heating isquitesevere. Three types of blankets areemployed fortherest oftheacreage of thevehicle dependingontheanticipated thermal environment. Additional information ontheTPS canbefoundin [5] .
TheX-34will bepowered by the"Fastrac" rocket engine whichisunder development attheNASAMarshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama. Thebi-propellent (liquidoxygen (LOX)andRP(kerosene)) Fastrac engine isdesigned foranominal thrust of 60,000 Ibandisexpected tohave a thrust vectoring capability of+l 5°inthepitch plane. TheX-34vehicle has onecomposite RPtankandtwoaluminum LOXtanks located axiallyonebehind theother. TheRPtankislocated in thefrontpartofthefuselage andahead ofthe twoLOXtanks.
Earlyin 2000, theX-34vehicle will undergo runwaytowtesting atthe DFRC. These tests will beused to prove outtheautonomous landing, steering, andbrakingalgorithms. Theunpowered X-34vehicle will be towed uptoa speed ofabout 80mphwitha truckand released. Tracking oftherunway centerline, steering and braking effectiveness will all bemonitored duringthe runway towtest. Following successful completion ofthe runway towtest, some additional L-1011/X-34 captive carry flights and"dryrun"releases willbeperformed to prepare for thefirstapproach andlanding testin the spring of2000. These approach andlanding tests willbe conducted attheWhiteSands Space Harborin New Mexico and will validate therelease, approach, landing, androllout phases oftheX-34flightprofile.
A typical X-34mission profileis depicted in Figure3. TheX-34vehicle will be"captive" carried under thebellyoftheL-1011 aircraft uptoanaltitude of about 38,000 ft andaMach number of0.7atwhich point it will bereleased. Thevehicle will beunpowered and allitscontrol surfaces will belocked forabout onesecondfollowing thedrop. Once thevehicle makes asafe separation fromtheL-1011 aircraft, theFastrac engine will igniteandaccelerate thevehicle towards itstarget altitude of250,000 ft andtarget speed ofMach8.After engine burnout,thevehicle will coast andglidebackto earth andexecute anautonomous, airplane-type landing onaconventional runway. 
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

MODELS. INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE
The model for the 14-ft by 22-fl low subsonic, free The force and moment data were acquired in a "pitch and pause" manner. The balance moment reference center, expressed in terms of full scale vehicle, was located at 420 inches from the nose. The base and cavity pressures were measured on all models except the model in the 31-Inch Mach 10 tests and these were used to make correction to the measured axial force. In the Mach 10 tests, owing to limitations of the model and cavity size, the cavity pressure could not be measured and no correction to the axial force was made.
In general, the tests in all the above facilities covered elevon deflections from -30°to +20°, aileron de- 
Aerodynamic
C0¢ffi¢ients in Free Flight
By free flight, it is meant that the vehicle is out of ground effect. This assumption generally holds when the vehicle is at a height exceeding 2.5 wing spans.
Assume that the vehicle is operating at a combined angle of attack and sideslip. Let C i represent any one of the six aerodynamic coefficients CvCo, Cm, CrC t or C,, and be given by Here, Ci,,,,,,l is the total coefficient of the vehicle and is expressed as a sum of its value for the baseline at angle of attack (zero sideslip) Ci,_(a, M), and various incremental coefficients due to deflection of control surfaces like elevons (_), ailerons (_), body flap (_h/)' rudder (_), speedbrake (_._h) or the extension of landing gear (LG), all in zero sideslip (fl = 0) plus the incremental coefficients due to sideslip for the baseline, deflection of rudder, speedbrake, and extension of the landing gear in the presence of sideslip. It is assumed that the sideslip has effect only on the baseline, and when the rudder and speedbrake are deflected but has no effect when elevons, body flap or ailerons are deflected.
The parameter AC_ as denotes the incremental coefficient due to a elevon deflection and is defined as 
Thus, to evaluate AC_.,5 , the elevon aero data is used twice, once assuming _ = 4L to obtain ACi,_:a, L and then assuming 4 = 4R to determine ACis'_.a:n ."As a check, when aileron deflection is zero, i.e'., 6:_ = S_R, ACi.,5 " = 0 as expected.
The incremental coefficients due to sideslip are evaluated as follows:
flight (h/b = oo) for the baseline at angle of attack (zero sideslip) and an incremental coefficient due to the deflection of the control surfaces and ground effect. The inclusion of the term h/b in the parenthesis denotes that the coefficient C_ is evaluated in ground effect. As before, Ci denotes any one of the six aerodynamic coefficients CL, Co, C,,, Cy, C / or C. Assume that the incremental coefficient in equation (6) is given by
For the baseline in sideslip, the incremental coefficient is defined as
The incremental coefficient due to the deflection of rudder when the vehicle is in sideslip is defined as,
The incremental coefficients due to speedbrake deflection or the extension of the landing gear are defined in an identical manner as in equation (5).
The formulation as given by equation (1) 
The parameter AC_(a, 4, h/b) represents the incremental coefficient due to elevon deflection at angle of attack and zero sideslip and in the presence of the ground with respect to the baseline in zero sideslip at the same values of oq h/b and is defined as,
The incremental coefficients due to the deflection of body flap, speedbrake, ailerons and rudder are defined in an identical manner as given in equation (9). Next, consider the incremental coefficients involving sideslip. The incremental coefficients due to sideslip are defined as,
Here, it is assumed that the aerodynamic coefficient in ground effect is expressed as a sum of its value in free 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
The aerodynamic data in the aero database is presented in the form of tables so that the user can evaluate All the aerodynamic data in the database is with respect to the moment reference point located at 420 inches from the nose.
RESULTS ?_ND DISCUSSION
Aerodynamic Characteristics
Some of the salient aerodynamic characteristics of the X-34 vehicle are discussed in this section. For more details reference may be made to [3, 4] . sonic/supersonic speeds and theangle ofattack atwhich pitchupoccurs alsoincreases asobserved in Figure 5 . At hypersonic speeds, thevehicle becomes unstable because oftheincreasing liftdeveloped bytheforward parts ofthefuselage andexhibits atendency forastable break athighangles ofattack. Thistype of variation in pitching moment coefficient is typical of wing-body configurations at hypersonic speeds.
The variation of untrimmed lift-to-drag ratio is presented in Figure 6 . It is observed that at low subsonic speeds, the vehicle has a lift-to-drag ratio of as much as 8 at low angles of attack. However, as Mach number increases the value of lift-to-drag ratio decreases and assumes values ranging from 1 to 2.
An example of elevon effectiveness from subsonic to hypersonic speeds is shown in Figure 7 for two values of angles of attack, or= 6°and 20°. For or= 6°, it is observed that the devon effect decreases rapidly at su-
Angle of attack, deg Typical aileron effectiveness as measured by the rolling moment coefficient is shown in Figure 9 for or = 6°and 20°. It is observed that for or= 6°, the aileron effectiveness decreases at supersonic and hypersonic speeds and for or = 20, the downward deflected ailerons retain their effectiveness all the way up to Mach 10.
The rudder effectiveness as measured by the yawing moment coefficient is shown in Figure 10 for or= 6°a nd 20°. It is observed that the rudder effectiveness in- creases at transonic speeds but decreases rapidly at higher Mach numbers. At a = 20, the rudder is virtually ineffective above Mach 5. In such situations, the X-34 flight vehicle will make use of the RCS for directional control.
The speedbrake effectiveness as measured by the drag incremental also varies in a similar fashion as shown in Figure 11 . The increment in drag due to speedbrake is also accompanied by an increase in pitching moment which can augment the pitch control. The loss of rudder and speedbrake effectiveness at high angles of attack and high Mach numbers is due to the immersion of these surfaces in the low pressure wake of the fuselage and 
